Abstract. This paper concerns the smoothness of Tauberian constants of maximal operators in the discrete and ergodic settings. In particular, we define the discrete strong maximal operatorM S on Z n bỹ
where the supremum is taken over all open rectangles in R n containing the origin whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes. We show that the associated Tauberian constant C S (α), defined byC S (α) := sup
is Hölder continuous of order 1/n. Moreover, letting U 1 , . . . , U n denote a non-periodic collection of commuting invertible transformations on the non-atomic probability space (Ω, Σ, µ) we define the associated maximal operator M * S by M * S f (ω) := sup also satisfies C * S ∈ C 1/n (0, 1). We will also see that, in the case n = 1, that is in the case of a single invertible, measure preserving transformation, the smoothness of the corresponding Tauberian constant is characterized by the operator enabling arbitrarily long orbits of sets of positive measure.
Introduction
This paper is concerned with the issue of smoothness of Tauberian constants associated with discrete and ergodic maximal operators. Tauberian constants appear at the infancy of the theory of geometric maximal operators. Given a collection B of sets of finite measure in R n , we may define the associated maximal operator M B by M B f (x) := sup x∈R∈B 1 |R| R |f |.
In the following we will also consider discrete versions of these operators. In order to avoid ambiguities we will always assume our averaging sets in B to be open. The same results however hold if we assume the sets in B to be closed and the proofs would also be the same. Associated with the maximal operator M B and number α ∈ (0, 1) is the Tauberian constant C B (α) defined by C B (α) := sup
A classical result of Busemann and Feller [2] is that a homothecy invariant basis B is a density basis if and only if C B (α) < +∞ for every 0 < α < 1. (Recall that B is a density basis if and only if for every measurable set E we have that, for a.e. x ∈ R n ,
holds for every sequence of sets {R j } j in B containing x whose diameters are tending to 0. See [4] for more details.) This result alone justifies the importance of Tauberian constants. Furthermore, A. Córdoba and R. Fefferman have shown in [3] that Tauberian constants play a useful role in identifying classes of multiplier operators that are bounded on L p (R 2 ) while important connections between Tauberian constants and the theory of weighted norm inequalities have been established in [5, 9, 10] .
In spite of the importance of Tauberian constants in harmonic analysis and the theory of differentiation of integrals, relatively little is known about the properties of C B (α) as a function of α and how these properties depend on B. Hagelstein and Stokolos proved in [11] that if C B (α) < +∞ for a single value of α in (0, 1) then C B (t) has at most polynomial growth in 1 t for 0 < t < 1. This result was extended to the weighted setting by Hagelstein, Luque, and Parissis in [5] .
One would typically expect that, for the typical homothecy invariant density basis B, we would have lim
In general this is false, as was indicated by Beznosova and Hagelstein in [1] . However, A. A. Solyanik proved in [15] that if B S corresponds to the collection of rectangular parallelepipeds in R n whose sides are parallel to the axes, then lim α→1 − C B S (α) = 1 with moreover the inequality C B S (α) − 1 n (
1/n holding. An estimate of the latter type, which quantifies how rapidly C B (α) tends to 1 as α tends to 1, is now referred to as a Solyanik estimate. In [7] , Hagelstein and Parissis showed that Solyanik estimates hold when B is the collection of Euclidean balls in R n and extended these results to the weighted setting in [9] . In [8] , Hagelstein and Parissis used Solyanik estimates to prove that the Tauberian constants C B (α) associated with a homothecy invariant density basis of convex sets in R n are locally Hölder continuous of order p, provided that C B (α) satisfies a Solyanik estimate of the form C B (α) − 1 (
We briefly indicate the nature of the proof in the special but important case that B is a homothecy invariant collection of rectangular parallelepipeds in R n . For any collection B one may define the associated halo H B,α (E) of a measurable set E with respect to α by
If B is a homothecy invariant collection of rectangular parallelepipeds in R n one has the iterated halo containment relation
for sufficiently small δ > 0, immediately implying that
for sufficiently small δ > 0. This inequality, combined with the estimate C B (α)−1 (
p , suffices to show that C B (α) lies in the Hölder class C p (0, 1). We remark that the ideas of the above proof, combined with known Solyanik estimates for the uncentered Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator M HL defined by
where the supremum is over all cubes with sides parallel to the coordinate axes containing x, may be used to show that the associated Tauberian constants C HL (α) for the uncentered Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator satisfy the smoothness estimate C HL ∈ C 1/n (0, 1). The details of the rather delicate, associated argument may be found in [8] .
In the recent paper [6] , Hagelstein and Parissis considered the issue of Solyanik estimates in the setting of ergodic theory. A result from [6] that we are particularly interested in here is the following. Let U 1 , . . . , U n be a collection of invertible measure preserving transformations on a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ) and define the associated strong ergodic maximal operator
where the supremum is taken over all rectangular parallelepipeds R in R n with sides parallel to the coordinate axes that contain the origin. The corresponding Tauberian constant C *
We have that C * S (α) satisfies the ergodic Solyanik estimate
From this estimate and from an awareness of the Hölder smoothness estimates exhibited above, one might expect that C * S (α) should satisfy a Hölder smoothness estimate on (0, 1). These expectations are dashed by the following example, arising even in the case n = 1. 
and the corresponding Tauberian constant C * T (α) by
we have that the associated Tauberian constants C * T (α) satisfy the formula
To see this, note that if E ⊂ [0, 1), T * χ E only takes on the values 0,
. These observations together with the possibility of the set E being, say, [0, 1 3 ] yield the above formula.
If T is an ergodic transformation on a non-atomic probability space or even if T is just non-periodic, then C * T (α) is smooth on (0, 1), and in fact C * T (α) = 2 α − 1. This result, explicitly proven later in the paper, follows relatively easily from transference principles and a sharp Tauberian estimate for the uncentered Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator on R due to Solyanik. We also have that smoothness estimates hold for Tauberian constants associated with the strong ergodic maximal operator given by a non-periodic collection of commuting invertible measure preserving transformations on a probability space. This is the primary result of this paper, formally stated as follows. Theorem 1. Let n ≥ 2 and {U 1 , . . . , U n } be a non-periodic collection of commuting invertible measure preserving transformations on a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ). Then the Tauberian constants C * S (α) of the associated strong ergodic maximal operator M * S lie in the Hölder class C 1/n (0, 1). Moreover, corresponding to the n = 1 case, if C * T (α) is the Tauberian constant with respect to α associated with a non-periodic invertible measure preserving transformation T on (Ω, Σ, µ), then C * T (α) is given by the formula
and is thus smooth on (0, 1).
Before we get to the details of the proof in subsequent sections, a few words regarding this proof are in order. One might suspect that, given the Solyanik estimates already at hand for the maximal operator M * S , one could prove a containment relation along the lines of
, where H * S,α (E) is the halo set associated with the maximal operator M * S acting on functions on a probability space. Such a containment relation is in general false. For example, consider the n = 1 case and let Ω = [0, 1) be equipped with Lebesgue measure. Let
Underlining this example is the realization that, given a set E on a probability space, for small δ > 0 the halo H * S,1−δ (E) of E could very well be the set E itself, a scenario that does not happen in the typical geometric setting in which halos of sets are quantifiably larger than the sets themselves.
This lack of halo containment also manifests itself in the context of the discrete strong maximal operator on Z n , denoted by hereM S and defined bỹ
where the supremum is taken over all open rectangles in R n containing the origin whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes. We may define the associated halo functionH S,α (E) bỹ
Observe that for small δ > 0 we might haveH S,1−δ (E) is equal to E itself, as for instance in the simple case that E = {0}.
Coming to the rescue, the desired halo containment is satisfied by the continuous strong maximal operator M S on R n , defined by
the supremum being taken over all open rectangles in R n containing x whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes. It is in fact this halo containment, combined with Solyanik estimates for M S , that enables a proof of the Lipschitz continuity of the Tauberian constants C S (α) associated with M S . In this paper we will see that the Tauberian constants associated with M * S and M S are equal provided M * S is associated with a non-periodic collection U 1 , . . . , U n of commuting invertible measure preserving transformations on a non-atomic probability space. These considerations prove the desired Hölder continuity for C * S (α). Ideas in the above proof may also be used to show that the Tauberian constants associated with the "one sided" ergodic maximal operator T * + , defined by
as well as the "two sided" ergodic maximal operator T * f , defined earlier, are Lipschitz continuous and in fact smooth on (0, 1). The proofs of these result are significantly easier than those in the multiparameter scenario, but we highlight them as they relate to the maximal operators most prevalent in ergodic theory.
A few words regarding the organization of the remainder of the paper are in order. In Section 2 we provide some explanatory comments regarding notation used in the paper. In Section 3 we will prove that the Tauberian constants associated with M S andM S are the same, consequently ascertaining that the Tauberian constants associated withM S are Hölder continuous if n ≥ 2 and smooth if n = 1. In Section 4 we will prove that, if U 1 , . . . , U N are a non-periodic collection of commuting invertible measure preserving transformations on a non-atomic probability space, then the Tauberian constants associated with M * S andM S are equal. The latter proof will use, not unexpectedly, the Calderón transference principal as well as a Kakutani-Rokhlin type theorem due to Katznelson and Weiss, [13] . As a corollary we will obtain the desired result that the Tauberian constants C * S (α) are Hölder continuous on (0, 1) and that, in the n = 1 case, the associated C * T (α) is smooth. In Section 5 we will provide a proof that the function C * + T (α) associated with the Tauberian constants of the one-sided ergodic maximal operator T * + associated with a non-periodic transformation T is smooth. In the last section, §6, we will indicate some open problems and suggested directions of further research.
Notation
We write A τ B whenever A ≤ C τ B for some numerical constant C τ > 0 depending on some parameter τ . Then A ≃ B whenever A B and B A. Throughout the paper (Ω, Σ, µ) is a probability space and T will be an invertible measure preserving transformation on (Ω, Σ, µ), which might or might not be ergodic. For a set E ⊂ Z we denote by #E the cardinality of E. We many times use the multi-index notation m = (m 1 , . . . , m n ) ∈ Z n for points in the integer lattice Z n . Finally, χ E denotes the indicator function of a measurable set E, either in R n or Ω, depending on context.
Hölder continuity ofC S (α)
In this section, we show that the Tauberian constantsC S (α) associated with the discrete strong maximal operatorM S are Hölder continuous on (0, 1) and in fact smooth when n = 1. Lemma 1. For 0 < α < 1, letC S (α) and C S (α) denote the Tauberian constants with respect to α, associated with the discrete strong maximal operatorM S , and the continuous strong maximal operator M S , respectively. Theñ
Proof. We first show thatC S (α) ≤ C S (α). LetẼ be a finite set in Z n . We associate toẼ a set E ⊂ R n defined by
here and in the rest of the paper, for x ∈ R we denote by ⌊x⌋ the largest integer which is less than or equal to x. For j = (j 1 , . . . , j n ) ∈ Z n we write
With this notation we have that |E| = j∈Ẽ |Φ j | = #Ẽ. For any axis parallel rectangular parallelepiped R ∋ 0 in R n and m = (m 1 , . . . , m n ) ∈ Z n we now have the identity
where we have defined S m,R := ∪ j∈R∩Z n Φ m+j , where we remember that R is taken to be open. Observe that S m,R is an axis parallel rectangular parallelepiped in R n with |S m,R | = #(R∩Z n ) and that S m,R ⊇ Φ m since R ∋ 0. We conclude that for any axis parallel rectangular parallelepiped R in R n and any m ∈ Z n we have that M S χ E (x) ≥M S χẼ(m) for x ∈ Φ m . As #Ẽ = |E| we conclude thatC S (α) ≤ C S (α) as we wanted.
We now show the more interesting inequalityC S (α) ≥ C S (α). Let α ∈ (0, 1) and ǫ > 0 be fixed throughout the proof. We remember here that 1 ≤ C S (α) < +∞, using for example the L p bounds for the strong maximal function and the strong differentiation theorem. Now we choose a measurable set E with 0 < |E| < +∞, and such that
By the outer regularity of the Lebesgue measure there exists an open set U ⊇ E such that |U \ E| < ǫ|E|/C s (α) from which we get
Now U is open so it can be written as a countable union of dyadic cubes {Q k } k with disjoint interiors. By Fatou's lemma there exists a finite subcollection
is a finite collection of dyadic cubes we can assume that all the cubes in the collection have the same side-length, by splitting, if necessary, the larger cubes finitely many times.
We have showed that for the given α ∈ (0, 1) and ǫ > 0 there exists a finite collection of dyadic cubes {Q j } N j=1 , with equal side-length and disjoint interiors, such that
Now by definition there exists a collection of rectangles R such that |R ∩ ∪
By the inner regularity of the Lebesgue measure we can then find a finite subcollection
and of course for each τ we have
where R τ has corners with rational coordinates, and
As the rectangles in the collection {R τ } M τ =1 have rational corners and they are finitely many, we can use the dilation invariance of the operator M S to rescale everything so that all the cubes in {Q j } and for a rectangle R = (a 1 , b 1 ) × · · · (a n , b n ) define the larger rectangle R ′ := (a 1 − 1, b 1 ) × · · · × (a n − 1, b n ). Then for all τ we have
as every point ofẼ corresponds to exactly one of the cubes Q j . As the left hand side is independent of ǫ > 0 and ǫ was arbitrary, this completes the proof.
Corollary 1. For 0 < α < 1, letC S (α) denote the associated Tauberian constant of the discrete strong maximal operatorM S acting on functions on Z n . Then (i) In dimensions n ≥ 2 we haveC S ∈ C 1/n (0, 1). (ii) In dimension n = 1 we haveC S ∈ C ∞ (0, 1) satisfying the equationC S (α) = 2 α − 1 for all α ∈ (0, 1).
Proof. From [8, Corollary 2] we have that C S (α) ∈ C 1/n (0, 1). Moreover, from the main theorem of [15] we have that, for n = 1, C S (α) = 2 α − 1. (Note that in the n = 1 case the strong maximal operator is the same as the uncentered Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator.) By the above lemma the desired result holds.
Hölder continuity of C * S (α)
We now show that, if U 1 , . . . , U n form a non-periodic collection of commuting invertible transformations on the non-atomic probability space (Ω, Σ, µ), for every 0 < α < 1 the associated Tauberian constants C * S (α) andC S (α) are the same. The fact that C * S (α) ≤C S (α) follows readily using the Calderón transference principle.
Lemma 2. Let U 1 , . . . , U n form a collection of commuting invertible measure preserving transformations on a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ) and for α ∈ (0, 1) let C * S (α) andC S (α) denote the Tauberian constants associated with the maximal operators M * S andM S , respectively. Then
Proof. This result follows immediately from [6, Theorem 3.1], where B is taken to be the collection of all open rectangular parallelepipeds in R n containing the origin and whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes.
The inequalityC S (α) ≤ C * S (α) does not hold in general, as can be seen even in the n = 1 case by setting U 1 (x) := (x + ), the latter being at least 2. However, we shall see that if U 1 , . . . , U n form a non-periodic collection of commuting invertible measure preserving transformations on a nonatomic probability space (Ω, Σ, µ), we do have thatC S (α) ≤ C * S (α) and hence equality betweenC S (α) and C * S (α) holds. Definition 1. Let T be an invertible measure preserving transformation on a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ). A point ω ∈ Ω is a periodic point if there exists a positive integer n such that T n ω = ω. Alternatively we say that T is periodic at ω. The transformation T is called non-periodic if the set of its periodic points has measure zero, that is, if it is almost nowhere periodic. More generally, a collection of commuting invertible measure preserving transformations U 1 , . . . , U n is said to be non-periodic if for every (l 1 , . . . , l n ) ∈ Z n \{0} we have
With this definition in hand we can now show that the Tauberian constants of an ergodic strong maximal operator associated with a non-periodic collection of invertible measure preserving transformations coincide with those of the discrete strong maximal operator.
Lemma 3. Let U 1 , . . . , U n form a non-periodic collection of commuting invertible measure preserving transformations on a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ) and let, for 0 < α < 1, C * S (α) and C S (α) be the Tauberian constants associated with the maximal operators M * S andM S . Then
Proof. Let 0 < α < 1. By Lemma 2 it suffices to show that C * S (α) ≥C S (α). LetẼ be a nonempty set in Z n with finitely many points and N ∈ Z + be such that {m ∈
. By a refinement of the Kakutani-Rokhlin lemma, due to Katznelson and Weiss [13] , there exists a set A ⊂ Ω of positive measure such that U
Now we claim that
Indeed, let m ∈ Z n and R a rectangular parallelepiped in R n with 0 ∈ R such that
Then by the disjointess of the sets {E j } j we have for
Accordingly,
Since µ(E) = µ(A)#Ẽ, it follows that
AsẼ was arbitrary in Z n , we get C * S (α) ≥C S (α) as desired. Proof of Theorem 1. The proof follows immediately from Corollary 1 and Lemma 3.
4.1.
A characterization of smoothness for the Tauberian constant of a single measure preserving transformation. In the case of a single invertible measure preserving transformation we can actually state and prove a characterization of smoothness of C * S . For this we introduce the following index of an invertible, measure preserving transformation T on a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ). The case N T = 1 is of special importance as, in this case, we can calculate exactly C * T (α). Lemma 4. Let T be an invertible measure preserving transformation on a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ) and suppose that T has index N T = 1. Then C * T (α) = 1 for all α ∈ [0, 1). Proof. Let A ⊂ Ω be a set of positive measure. Since we obviously have M S χ A (ω) = 1 for every ω ∈ A it will be enough to show that we also have M S χ A (ω) = 0 for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω \ A. To do this, it suffices to show that, if 0 < µ(A) < 1, then for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω \ A we have T ω ∈ Ω \ A and that T −1 ω ∈ Ω \ A (the both of which would imply that for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω \ A that T j ω ∈ Ω \ A for every j.) Well, if the assertion T ω ∈ Ω \ A for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω \ A were false, then there would be a setÃ ⊂ Ω \ A with µ(Ã) > 0 such that TÃ ⊂ A. But asÃ and A are disjoint and T is an invertible measure preserving transformation, we would have that A and TÃ constitute disjoint sets of positive µ measure, contradicting the assumption that N T = 1. If the assertion T −1 ω ∈ Ω \ A for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω \ A were false, then there would be a setÃ ⊂ Ω \ A of positive measure such that
) =Ã would constitute disjoint sets of positive measure, again contradicting the assumption that N T = 1.
We can now give a characterization of smoothness for C * T in terms of the index N T . Theorem 2. Let T be an invertible measure preserving transformation on a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ) with index N T ∈ [1, ∞]. Then there are the following possibilities
Proof. Statement (i) follows from Lemma 4 while (ii) follows by an inspection of the proof of Theorem 1, replacing the use of the Kakutani-Rokhlin lemma with the hypothesis N T = ∞. It remains to show (iii) which is the main content of the theorem in hand.
Let T be an invertible measure preserving transformation such that 1 < N T < ∞. We will show that C * T is discontinuous by proving that it has a jump discontinuity at α = 2N T −2 2N T −1 . This will be done by showing that for every ǫ > 0 we have that C * T (
and subsequently showing that C * T (α) = 1 for all
We now show that given ǫ > 0, C * T (
. By the definition of N T , there exists a set A ⊂ Ω with µ(A) > 0 such that A, T A, . . . ,
so that µ(E ∩Ã) = 0. Observe also that
Since we obviously have that M * χ E (ω) = 1 on E and µ(Ã ∩ E) = 0, we conclude that
where in the last equality we used that µ(E) = (N T − 1)µ(Ã) since T is measure preserving. Thus, for every ǫ > 0 we have
It remains to show that, if
T (α) = 1. For this let E ⊂ Ω with 0 < µ(E) < 1. It suffices to show that for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω\E we have
. To do this, it suffices to show that for any J ≤ 0 ≤ K with J = K and for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω we have
so we may assume without loss of generality that K − J + 1 > 2N T − 1. Now we claim that for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω \ E at least one of T ω, T 2 ω, . . . ,
To see this let us define n Ω\E (ω) to be the return time of a point ω ∈ Ω \ E, namely n Ω\E (ω) := inf{n ≥ 1 : T n ω ∈ Ω \ E}. By Poincaré recurrence we have that, µ-a.e.
where µ(O) = 0. This means that for µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω \ E we have that ω ∈ Λ k for some
Let us write K − J + 1 = N T r + s where r ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ s ≤ N T − 1. For µ-a.e. ω ∈ Ω\E we then have
which is bounded above by
, seen by observing that the right hand side is bounded above by the value obtained by using that s/r ≤ N T − 1.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2. 
One sided discrete and ergodic maximal operators
Due to its prevalence in ergodic theory, it is appropriate for us to briefly discuss the smoothness of Tauberian constants associated with one-sided ergodic maximal operators. Given a measure-preserving transformation T on a probability space (Ω, Σ, µ), the associated one-sided ergodic maximal operator T * + is given by
and the corresponding Tauberian constants C * + (α) are given by
In general, C * + (α) need not be Hölder continuous on (0, 1). For example, we may define T on [0, 1) equipped with the Lebesgue measure by T (x) := x + The latter may be seen to hold from the classical paper on maximal operators [12] by Hardy and Littlewood, and the details are left to the reader.
Future Directions
The results in this paper suggest the following problems that the authors believe would be suitable avenues for further research. Problem 1. We have shown that if U 1 , . . . , U n form a non-periodic collection of commuting transformations on the non-atomic probability space (Ω, Σ, µ), the associated Tauberian constants C * S (α) are Hölder continuous over any closed interval K in (0, 1). Must C * S (α) ∈ C p (0, 1) for every p > 1? Must in fact C * S (α) be smooth in (0, 1)? We remark that the analogues of this problem for the discrete strong maximal operatorM S and the continuous strong maximal operator M S remain unsolved as well.
Problem 2. The use of the Katznelson-Weiss lemma in this paper requires the condition that U 1 , . . . , U n be a non-periodic collection of commuting invertible measure preserving transformations on (Ω, Σ, µ). It would be very interesting to know to what extent both the conclusions of the Katznelson-Weiss lemma and the results of this paper hold in the context of non-periodic collections of non-commuting operators U 1 , . . . , U n .
Problem 3. We strongly suspect that an analogue of the connection between the index of an invertible measure preserving transformation T and the continuity of the associated Tauberian constant function C * T , provided by Theorem 2 and Corollary 2, should also exist in the multiparameter setting. It is unclear, however, what precisely should be the "index" associated with a non-periodic collection of commuting invertible measure preserving transformations, and techniques along the lines of the proof of Theorem 2 are largely unavailable in the higher dimensional scenario. This is reminiscent of difficulties that arise in the theory of differentiation of integrals in the multiparameter setting that do not exist in the one-parameter setting. This is a subject of ongoing research.
